Mediatrix Telecom Completes Interoperability Testing with Nortel Softswitch

Mediatrix 3500 and 3600 Series Digital Gateways – the latest Mediatrix product offering – to carry the Nortel Compatible Product Designation

Sherbrooke, QUEBEC, March 4, 2008 – Mediatrix Telecom, the leader in Voice over Internet Protocol (VoIP) access devices and gateways, has completed joint interoperability tests verifying the compatibility of Mediatrix’ Digital VoIP gateway and access device solutions with Nortel’s communication server solutions. This product compatibility enables mutual Mediatrix and Nortel Networks customers to operate seamlessly together in any telecommunications network environment.

The interoperability events tested the Mediatrix 3500 and 3600 Series of Digital VoIP Gateways, in the SIP Protocol, with Nortel’s Release SN09 for the Communication Server 2000 (CS 2000), a superclass softswitch providing call control and voice services for Service Providers.

With completion of this certification, Mediatrix can now offer a complete range of compatible analog and digital gateway products for deployment with the CS 2000 platform.

"Nortel’s Communication Server 2000 is the centerpiece of many service providers’ networks due to its flexibility and operational efficiency," said Philippe Babin, PLM Director for Mediatrix Telecom. "Through interoperability testing with industry leaders such as Nortel, we can deliver a seamless solution set that allows service providers to quickly get to market, new, differentiated hosted communications services in a cost effective manner."

The Mediatrix 3500 and 3600 Series allow enterprises to lower communications costs over any IP link. They are multi-function devices combining VoIP IAD & Gateway in a secure and powerful platform. It applies to SIP Trunking, PBX Trunking, and PSTN access for local VoIP equipments solutions. The Mediatrix 3500 and 3600 Series also allow Carriers, Service Providers, and System Integrators to initially deploy secure systems and generate additional revenue streams.

The Mediatrix 3500 and 3600 Series Available Models
Mediatrix 3531: 1 PRI T1 Port
Mediatrix 3532: 2 PRI T1 Ports
Mediatrix 3631: 1 PRI E1 Port
Mediatrix 3632: 2 PRI E1 Ports

About the Nortel Developer Program
The Developer Partner relationship recognizes innovative companies whose creativity and presence enhance Nortel's ability to deliver Compatible solutions (as referenced below) to our mutual channels and customers.

The Nortel Developer Program provides the infrastructure and tools necessary to engage and collaborate with an expanding field of companies, whose vision and product capabilities complement those of Nortel. Through the Developer Program, Nortel creates a synergistic relationship with an extensive development community that fosters innovation and provides new and unique solutions for our mutual customers. For more information, please visit www.nortel.com.
About Mediatrix Telecom
Mediatrix develops and markets advanced VoIP access devices, gateways, routers, and value-added software enhancements for the enterprise, SOHO, and residential markets. Its products provide an ideal migration path for end users wishing to protect their current CPE investment (analog/digital phones, fax machines, PBX and Key Systems) while migrating to a converged IP network. Mediatrix products and solutions are widely interoperable and have received commercial endorsement from some of the world’s leading manufacturers of telecommunications equipment as well as from large telecommunication carriers. Mediatrix is a wholly owned division of Media5 Corporation, a high technology holding company based in the Montreal area, in Canada. Media5 Corporation also owns M5T, a software provider focused on delivering the latest in SIP software technologies and security solutions to companies developing applications for real-time multimedia communications over IP. Mediatrix has corporate offices in the Sherbrooke area, in Canada and regional offices in the United States, Europe, Latin America and Asia. For more information, please visit www.mediatrix.com.
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